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Statement of Dr. Donny George

I am an Assyrian Christian, and all my
ancestors had lived in Mesopotamia,
now Iraq, from the ancient times of
the Assyrians, more than five thou
sand years ago, I have dedicated all
my life to work and serve my people
and country with honor and loyalty,
because this is my country.



Dr. Donny George Youkhanna
Former Director General of Iraqi Museum

The life of Dr. Youkhanna is interwoven with some of the

world's most famous antiquities and archaeological sites and

with the international struggle to save the world's threatened

cultural patrimony. A native of Al-Anbar Province, Iraq,

Dr. Youkhanna received his

B.A., M.A. and Ph.D.

credentials In prehistoric

archaeology at the

University of Baghdad and

carried out archaeological
fieldwork at such fabled sites

as Nineveh and Babylon,
where he served as Field

Director for site restoration.

Dr. Youkhanna, a Christian,
served as Director General

of Iraqi Museums from 2003
until 2005, as Director of the

National Museum at the time that U.S. forces entered Baghdad in

2003; he further distinguished himself in his attempts to protect

the museum's priceless collections from the looting that

followed. After the looting of the Baghdad Museum, Dr.

Youkhanna's name appeared in newspapers the world over as the

international press struggled to comprehend and to document this

historic tragedy.

In the years since the Baghdad looting, Dr. Youkhanna's tireless

efforts were instrumental in the recovery of nearly half of the
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more than 15,000 stolen cultural objects, including many of

ancient Mesopotamia's most important treasures. Through his

continuing efforts as an advocate for the recovery and protection

of antiquities generally, Dr. Youkhanna became the international

face, of the plight of ancient archaeological sites throughout Iraq

and the "Fertile Crescent," which suffers today as extensive,

organized site-looting continues.

In 2005 Dr. Youkhanna became Chairman of the prestigious

Iraqi State Board of Antiquities and Heritage, but in 2006 was

forced by death threats to flee his native country. From relative

safety in Damascus, Dr. Youkhanna and his family eventually
found refuge in this country, where he was Visiting Professor at

the State University of New York at Stony Brook.

Since his arrival in the U.S., Dr. Youkhanna was busy speaking

to international audiences about the destruction of Iraq's cultural

heritage, and he working to raise public awareness about

ongoing threats to the world's irreplaceable cultural record.

In carrying out this important work, Dr. Youkhanna has lectured

internationally in Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Japan,

Jordan, Spain, Sweden, and the UK. He also has spoken widely

in this country, at public engagements in Boston, Chicago, New

York City, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Taos, and elsewhere.

In May 2008, Archaeological Legacy Institute (ALl) hosted Dr.

Youkhanna first West Coast appearance, where he delivered the

opening address for the fifth anniversary of The Archaeology

Channel International Film and Video Festival, in Eugene,

Oregon. ALl was honored and delighted that Dr. Youkhanna has

accepted this invitation, and with great pleasure welcomed him

to Eugene and to Oregon as distinguished Keynote Speaker for

the Western Hemisphere's only juried competition of

international archaeological film.
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And finally, "Defying-Deletion: The Fight Over Iraq's Nineveh

Plain," a documentary film which premiered March 9th @ the

Detroit Film Festival. Dr. Youkhanna partook a narrative role in

lieu of his expertise in ancient Iraq history and the plight of its

indigenous people, the Assyrians, facing genocide and extinction

in today's Iraq.

Education and Positions
• Bachelor of Arts in Archaeology, University of Baghdad, 1974
• Master of Arts in Prehistoric Archaeology, University of Baghdad,

1986

• Ph.D. in Prehistoric Archaeology, University of Baghdad, 1995
• Member Staff in the Iraq Museum, 1976
• Director of Documentation Center, 1980
• Field Director for the Restoration Project in Babylon, 1986-87

• Archaeological Investigation in the Eastern Wall of Nineveh, 1988
• Scientific Super Advisor for Bakhma Dam Archaeological Recue

Project, 1989
• Director of Relations, 1990
• Director of Documentation Center, 1992

• Assistant Director General of Antiquities for Technical Affairs,
1995

• Professor in the Department of Archaeology at the University of
Baghdad

• Professor in the Department of Archaeology at the University of
Babylon for Theology and Philosophy

• Director of Excavation Team in the site of Urn AL-Agareb, 1999-
2000

• Head ofthe Technical Committee, 1999-2000
• Director General of Research and Studies, 2000-03

• Director General of the Iraqi Museums, 2003-05
• Member of the International Regional Committee ofInterpol, 2003
• Member of the Iraqi National Committee for Education, Science,

and Culture, Iraqi UNESCO, 2004
• Chairman of the Iraqi State Board of Antiquities and Heritage,

2005

• Member of the Iraqi Science Academy, Department of the Syriac
Language, 2005

• Board of Advisors, Assyrian Academic Society
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Author
• Co-Author of Photography: The Graves of the Assyrian Queens in

Nimrud, 2000
• Co-Author of Pots and Pans

• Co-Author of The Looting of the Iraq Museum, 2005
• Co-Author of The Destruction of the Cultural Heritage in Iraq,

2008

• Co-Author of Antiquities under Siege, Cultural Heritage in Iraq,
2008

• Co-Author of Catastrophe, The Looting and Destructions ofIraq's
Past, 2008

• Author of Architecture of the Sixth Millennium B.C. in Tell Es
Sawwan

• Author of The Stone Industries in Tell Es-Sawwan, 'Book in
Process'

Publications
• Stores in Ancient Mesopotamia, 1985.
• A New Acheulian hand Axefrom the Iraqi Western Desert in the

Iraq Museum, 1993
• Proverbs in Ancient Mesopotamia, 1994
• The Architecture of the Sixth Millennium BC in Tell Esswwan,

1997

• Precision Craftsmanship of the Nimrud Gold Material, 2002

• Full Account on the Iraqi Museums and Archaeological sites, 2004

Conferences
• Recontre Assyriologic, Heidelberg, Germany, 1992
• Recontre Assyriologic, London, UK, 2004
• International Conference on the Excavations at the Ancient city of

Nimrud,London,2004
• International Conference for the Protection of the Iraqi Antiquities,

Istanbul, Turkey, 2004
• Interpol International Regional Conference for the Protection of

the Iraq Antiquities, Amman, Jordan. 2004
• International Council of Museums ICOM Conference, Seoul,

South Korea, 2004

• Archaeological Institute of America, Boston, USA, 2004
• International Conference for the Protection of Iraqi Antiquities,

Washington DC, USA, 2005
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• Iraq Cultural Committee at UNESCO, Paris, France
• U.S. Institute of Peace, Washington DC, 2008

Lectures given Worldwide
• Belgium: Brussels National Museum
• Britain: University of London, the British Museum
• Denmark: National Museum in Copenhagen
• Germany: University of Berlin, Pergamum Museum, University

of Heidelberg, University of Frankfurt, University of Munich,
Mainz Museum

• Jordan: Department of Antiquities, German Archaeological
Institute in Amman

• Italy: University of Rome
• Japan: University of Kukushikan, Japanese Society for the

Antiquities of the Middle East
• Spain: University Aut6noma de Madrid
• Sweden: University of Gothenburg, Museum of World Culture,

Museum of Mediterranean and the Middle East

• USA: University of Chicago, Harvard University, State University
of New York at Stony Brook, Museums of Fine Art in Boston,
Pennsylvania Museum, Iraqi Embassy in Washington DC, Yeshiva
University, State University of Arizona, South Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas, Bowers Museum of Art in Santa Ana,
Denver Museum of Science and ature, South Methodist
University in Taos, New Mexico and Crow Canyon
Archaeological Center in Cortez, Colorado, CSU Stanislaus,
Turlock, Gustavus Adolphus College.
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